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1. Abstract1

Some infectious diseases, such as COVID-19, are so harm-2

ful that they justify broad scale social distancing. Targeted3

quarantine can reduce the amount of indiscriminate social dis-4

tancing needed to control transmission. Finding the optimal5

balance between targeted vs. broad scale policies can be oper-6

ationalized by minimizing the total amount of social isolation7

needed to achieve a target reproductive number. Optimality is8

achieved by quarantining on the basis of a risk threshold that9

depends strongly on current disease prevalence, suggesting10

that very different disease control policies should be used at11

different times or places. Aggressive quarantine is warranted12

given low disease prevalence, while populations with a higher13

base rate of infection should rely more on social distancing by14

all. The total value of a quarantine policy rises as case counts15

fall, is relatively insensitive to vaccination unless the vacci-16

nated are exempt from distancing policies, and is substantially17

increased by the availability of modestly more information18

about individual risk of infectiousness.19

2. Introduction20

Control of SARS-CoV-2 transmission has not been achieved21

by interventions such as improved ventilation alone, but has22

also required social distancing. Social distancing can take23

the form either of population-wide measures, ranging from24

extreme, mandatory lockdowns to more modest voluntary25

behavior change, or it can be targeted via effective testing,26

tracing, quarantine, and isolation. Social distancing to con-27

trol the spread of SARS-CoV-2 has imposed immense social28

costs, and is difficult to maintain for long periods. Target-29

ing quarantine to those at higher risk of being infectious has30

the potential to reduce the total harms of social distancing31

across the population. Here we calculate which combination32

of population-wide social distancing plus targeted quarantine33

will minimize harms while controlling transmission. We oper-34

ationalize this question by comparing the harms of different35

policy combinations that all achieve the same target value36

for the effective reproduction number. Figure 1 demonstrates37

how quarantining a greater fraction of infectious individuals38

allows overall social distancing to be reduced while holding39

the number of expected transmissions constant.40

Fig. 1. Two scenarios of quarantine and social distancing that give rise to the same
number of expected transmissions. A) One out of three infectious individuals is
quarantined, and the general population is at 1/3 of normal social activity. B) Two out
of three infectious individuals are quarantined, and the general population is at 2/3 of
normal social activity. By finding and quarantining infectious people, social distancing
imposed on the general population is significantly reduced.

Our approach, at the interface of infectious disease epi- 41

demiology and economics (1), solves a number of problems 42

previously encountered at that interface. First, it is difficult 43

to decide on an exchange rate between social restrictions / 44

livelihoods versus lives (2); compounding this is the fact that 45

selfish agents may count only the cost to their own life, and 46

not that of others they infect (3). Difficulties determining 47

an exchange rate lead some to present only idealized curves 48

without a concrete recommendation (4, 5). Idealized curves 49

can lead to abstract insights, but are of limited use to practical 50

decision-making. 51

We avoid the need for an exchange rate between social 52

restrictions and infections by instead comparing one form 53

of (population-wide, partial) social restrictions with another 54

form of (targeted, more stringent) social restrictions. This 55

allows the lowest cost strategy to be selected without having to 56

monetarize the cost of health outcomes, the latter being held 57
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constant in our analysis. The policy optimization problem58

is thus framed as a minimization of a cost function across59

different degrees of isolation for different individuals.60

Second, much prior work integrates across an entire sweep61

of a pandemic modelled using an SIR approach (6). These62

projections have often been inaccurate. We instead focus on63

a moment in time, an approach that is enabled by a control64

theory view. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic,65

populations experienced rapid exponential growth, e.g. dou-66

bling in as little as 2.75 days in New York City (7). Through67

some combination of top-down control measures and individ-68

ual behavior modifications, many populations subsequently69

achieved relatively flat case counts, i.e. an effective R value70

remarkably close to 1 (8, 9). Even locations that subsequently71

lost control of the pandemic have tended to eventually issue72

stay at home orders leading to exponential decline. Over the73

very long term, a geometric mean of R not much greater than74

1 is inevitable (see Appendix A). This implies that there is75

a form of control system (whether intentional or not) using76

social distancing to regulate transmission rate.77

Third, many models consider decision-making that is in-78

formed by perfect, instantaneous knowledge (6). This is prob-79

lematic given that key indicators such as hospital usage or80

even positive tests have a marked lag relative to infections.81

Our approach focuses instead on making optimal use of avail-82

able, probabilistic information. Past economic approaches to83

modelling the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 treat more stark84

examples of information, e.g. testing to find out who is in-85

fected and should isolate, as opposed to who is exposed to what86

degree and should quarantine (6, 10). But quantitative infor-87

mation about individual risk can be obtained from a variety of88

sources. For example, the risk of infection with SARS-CoV-289

can be estimated based on proximity and duration of contact90

with a known case, and their estimated infectiousness as a91

function of timing relative to symptom onset date (11). Simi-92

larly, setting local rather than global shutdown policies, in the93

light of differences between regions, can lower costs (12).94

Our work ultimately describes the value of information,95

specifically information about who is at high enough risk of96

being infected to quarantine strictly rather than merely to97

conform to population-wide restrictions. Given an individual98

estimated to be infectious with probability ‘r’, we propose a99

method for deciding whether to quarantine this individual.100

We do so by weighing the cost of quarantine against the degree101

to which indiscriminately applied social distancing would need102

to be increased to achieve the same reduction in transmission.103

Our approach informs choice of the lowest cost strategy needed104

to achieve epidemiological targets. In particular, we formalize105

the intuition that populations with low prevalence should106

widen the net of who they quarantine.107

3. Model108

A. Optimal Risk Threshold. Consider a well-mixed population109

of size P , of which I people are currently both infected and110

infectious, and S people are susceptible. According to a stan-111

dard continuous, deterministic SIR model approach (13), the112

effective reproduction number Rt = R0 ∗ S/P depends on113

the fraction of people still susceptible (S/P ). Here we define114

R0 and Rt to explicitly exclude interventions such as social115

distancing or quarantine, because these are the interventions116

whose magnitudes are being optimized. However, Rt is in-117

tended to include fixed cost interventions such as improved 118

ventilation. 119

Population-wide social distancing is parameterized as a 120

value D that varies between 0 and 1 such that the reproductive 121

number is proportional to (1 − D). I.e., a value of D = 0 122

indicates normal social contact, while D = 1 indicates complete 123

isolation. Reductions in D come from a variety of behavior 124

changes including working from home and reducing social 125

contact, and also includes measures to mitigate the danger 126

given contact, such as wearing masks, meeting outside and/or 127

at greater physical distance. 128

Let Qi denote the number of infectious people who are 129

quarantined or isolated and Qn denote the number of non- 130

infectious people who are quarantined. The benefit from a 131

targeted quarantine policy depends on I−Qi
I

, the fraction of 132

infectious cases who are not successfully quarantined and then 133

isolated. The effective reproduction number R′t after both 134

social distancing and quarantine interventions are applied is 135

given by: 136

R′t = Rt ∗ (1 − D) ∗ I − Qi

I
[1] 137

R′t gives the expected number of onward transmissions 138

per infected case in the general population. Equation 1 is 139

undefined when the number of locally transmitted cases I = 0. 140

Even for a low but non-zero value of I, a different, stochastic 141

treatment warranted - this is discussed in Appendix B. 142

The per-individual cost of reduced contact is represented 143

by the function f(x), where x is the individual counterpart to 144

population-wide D, and where f(x) is assumed to be strictly 145

increasing (from 0 cost with normal contact, to the maximum 146

cost with complete isolation). The exact functional form of 147

f(x) is unknown, but in Model Section B we show that the 148

results have a bounded dependence on its form. The total cost 149

to a population is given by Equation 2, based on (Qi + Qn) 150

people in complete isolation, and (P − Qi − Qn) people with 151

contact reduced by D. 152

f(1)(Qi + Qn) + f(D)(P − Qi − Qn) [2] 153

The amount of social distancing needed to meet a target 154

reproductive number, Rtarget, given fixed values for Qi and 155

Qn, is given by: 156

D = max(0, 1 − Rtarget

Rt

I

I − Qi
) [3] 157

This value is bounded at 0; if Rt
I−Qi

I
≤ Rtarget, the target 158

has already been met and no social distancing is required. 159

In the real world, it is not possible to adjust D instanta- 160

neously or exactly in response to changes in the impact of 161

quarantine policy. However, in Appendix A, we show that 162

Equation 3 is insensitive to time and control uncertainty, so 163

long as caseload and control measures are fairly steady over 164

time, as has been the case in many regions for at least some 165

substantial period of time (8, 9). 166

Combining Equations 2 and 3, the total cost of a quaran- 167

tine policy, in combination with a degree of population-wide 168

distancing that keeps caseload steady, is given by: 169

J(Qi, Qn) = f(1)(Qi + Qn)+

+ f(max(0, 1 − Rtarget

Rt

I

I − Qi
))(P − Qi − Qn) [4]
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This equation can be used to compare the overall cost reduction170

from different quarantine policies.171

We assume that an estimated risk of infectiousness is avail-172

able when considering whether to recommend quarantine to173

an individual. Risk could be estimated using proximity and174

duration of contact with a known case as described in (11).175

Or it could be estimated for members of a subpopulation like176

a workplace by rapid testing of a random sample of that sub-177

population and projecting the proportion positive onto the178

remainder. When a person with risk of infectiousness r is179

quarantined, Qi is incremented by 1 with probability r, and180

Qn is incremented by 1 with probability 1 − r. Quarantining181

this person is worthwhile if the expected change in cost given182

by Equation 5 is less than 0:183

rJ(Qi + 1, Qn) + (1 − r)J(Qi, Qn + 1) − J(Qi, Qn) < 0 [5]184

Solving the corresponding equation for r, the optimal risk185

threshold is given by:186

rthresh = J(Qi, Qn) − J(Qi, Qn + 1)
J(Qi + 1, Qn) − J(Qi, Qn + 1) [6]187

To apply Equation 6, we first consider the simplest equation188

for the cost of isolation, namely the linear function f(x) = x.189

Using this equation in a situation where some social distancing190

is necessary (Rtarget

Rt
∗ I

I−Qi−1 < 1), Equation 6 simplifies to:191

rthresh = I − Qi − 1
P − Qi − Qn − 1 [7]192

In this simple case, the interpretation of Equation 7 is193

straightforward and intuitive. The optimal risk threshold for194

quarantine is equal to the disease probability in the community,195

excluding from that community both those already isolated or196

quarantined, and the focal individual. This implies that in re-197

gions with very low prevalence rates, much stricter quarantine198

requirements should be used, making the general population199

less impacted by disease-control measures. In populations200

with higher disease prevalence in the community, there is less201

benefit to quarantining a single individual at low risk, because202

they represent a smaller fraction of the overall disease risk to203

the population.204

B. Sensitivity to Isolation Cost Function. We do not know the205

shape of the isolation cost function f(x) as the extent of206

isolation x varies. However, some non-linearity is expected.207

E.g., to achieve total rather than partial isolation can require208

a specialized quarantine facility in addition to a more extreme209

loss of individual utility. D is defined such that benefits to210

disease transmission are linear in D. When considering a211

reduction in the extent of social activity, benefits are likely212

somewhere between linear and quadratic (5). When people213

seek out places that have variable levels of crowding, benefits214

are quadratic; when they seek out people who are still willing215

to meet with them, benefits are linear. By defining D to216

make benefits linear in D, we pass this uncertainty to the cost217

function. Disparate considerations all suggest a concave-up218

shape for f(x).219

In Appendix C, we show that the deviation from Equation220

7 is relatively small for reasonable choices of f(x). In particu-221

lar, if the threshold r1 is computed using f1(x) = x and the222

threshold r2 is computed using any f2(x) that is strictly in- 223

creasing and concave up, then r2 ≥ r1 and r2
r1

≤ maxx∈[0,1] f ′2(x)
minx∈[0,1] f ′2(x) . 224

In practice, the value of r2 is often much closer to r1 than 225

indicated by the upper bound. For example, while the ratio be- 226

tween optimal risk thresholds for the two cost functions shown 227

in Figure 2 is bounded at a 10-fold difference, we numerically 228

find it to be at most 4.1-fold. 229
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Fig. 2. Non-linearity in the cost of isolation (A) leads to a modest four-fold change in
optimal risk threshold, or less, depending for example on the proportion of infectious
people quarantined (B).

Both the cost of isolation and the benefit of isolation can 230

vary among individuals. For example, the cost of isolation 231

is higher for essential workers than for those that can easily 232

work from home, while the benefit of isolation is higher for 233

those whose jobs expose more and/or more vulnerable people. 234

Equation 7 can be modified to accommodate knowledge about 235

an individual. If isolation is m times more expensive for 236

this person than for the general population, and the potential 237

danger to others if they are actually infectious is d times that of 238

an average case, then the risk threshold for this person should 239

be modified to rthresh ∗ m/d. Note that this approach differs 240

substantially from suggestions to target isolation directly to 241

the elderly and other high medical risk individuals (5). We 242

instead recommend increasing the stringency of quarantine 243

among their contacts. 244
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For a given individual, the cost of quarantine is likely to245

depend more than linearly on quarantine length, due both to246

logistical and to psychological factors. To accommodate this,247

the cost of quarantine could be modelled as time-dependent by248

scaling f(x) ∗ m(t). The benefit of quarantine is also not equal249

for each possible day of quarantine, given a probability dis-250

tribution for incubation period and a quantitative timecourse251

of infectiousness (11). Consideration of these two factors will252

lead shorter recommended quarantine durations, targeted to253

the most infectious days. Testing individuals in quarantine254

could further shorten its duration (14).255

The remarkable thing about Equation 7 is its insensitivity256

to Rt and Rtarget. To determine the degree to which this257

might generalize, in Appendix B, we derive Equation 8:258

1
rthresh

f(1) − f(D0)
1 − D0

≈ 1
rpop

f ′(D0) [8]259

Equation 8 shows that rthresh is chosen so that the risk-260

weighted cost of quarantine is equal to the marginal cost261

of distancing for the general population. Here, rthresh de-262

pends indirectly on Rt and Rtarget because they influence263

the set point, D0. However, for a linear cost function, the264

slope (f ′(D0)) and average slope ( f(1)−f(D0)
1−D0

) are constant,265

and therefore rthresh only depends on the disease prevalence266

in the general population. In other words, when the cost per267

individual is a linear function of distancing, then the cost is268

the same whether that distancing is all directed at making269

one individual isolate completely instead of following current270

distancing norms, versus distributing the additional distancing271

among all individuals. For a non-linear function, these two272

costs are no longer equal. D0 is proportional to Rtarget/Rt,273

and so Equation 8 describes the degree to which non-linearity274

makes rthresh depend on these terms. This dependence will be275

most pronounced when the local slope of f(x) around current276

distancing levels and the mean slope from current distancing277

to D = 1 are substantially different.278

Because the optimal risk threshold isn’t very sensitive to279

the cost function, we focus our analysis on the more convenient280

linear cost function (with solution given by Equation 7).281

4. Results282

A. Applications in time and place. In a large population with283

many cases, the risk threshold for quarantine rthresh is closely284

related to the base rate of infection in the population. Here285

we give several examples in which we apply this finding, to286

illustrate how dramatically this causes optimal policy to vary287

across different places and times.288

In British Columbia in October 2020, rapid testing was289

widespread, but only when symptoms were present, making290

official case counts of around 100/day a good estimate of291

symptomatic cases, such that total cases can be estimated in292

proportion. (When testing is less adequate, estimating the293

true number of cases is more complex, involving projections294

from death rates and/or testing rates, but has been attempted295

e.g. at (8) or (15).) Assuming another 20 asymptomatic or296

other undiscovered cases per day, each with a 10 day infectious297

window, yields 200 non-isolated infectious individuals on any298

given day. In addition, we estimate 4 infectious days per299

discovered case prior to isolation, yielding another 400 non-300

isolated infectious individuals on any given day. The base301

rate of infectiousness, conditional on not having been isolated,302

is thus of order 600/5,000,000=O(10-4). From Equation 7, 303

a quarantine risk threshold of 10-4 is appropriate, or a little 304

higher if a non-linear cost function is assumed in Equation 305

6. This implies that quarantine recommendations for entire 306

schools or workplaces are worthwhile if they are expected to 307

isolate one more infected person than would be achieved via 308

traditional contact tracing. 309

In contrast, North Dakota in October 2020 had around 400 310

detected cases per day and perhaps another ∼400 undetected 311

in a population of ∼800,000. This yields ∼5000 undetected 312

infectious individuals on a given day, or a 0.6% base rate and 313

corresponding risk threshold. Several studies have found the 314

secondary attack rate to be on the order of 1/10 - 1/100 (16– 315

18), so this risk threshold aligns well with standard guidelines 316

for the minimum contact considered to be close for contact 317

tracing purposes. We note however that a 14 day quarantine 318

is more than is needed to put the conditional probability of 319

infectiousness, given lack of symptoms, of a non-household 320

close contact below the base rate (11). 321

Imported and exported cases introduce complications. Pol- 322

icy is best set for regions that are relatively self-contained, and 323

do not e.g. cut off commuter communities from one another. 324

When imported and exported cases make up only a small 325

fraction of total cases, then subtleties in using case counts to 326

estimate R′t (discussed in Appendix B) have negligible effects. 327

When local transmissions are abundant enough such that elim- 328

ination is not a near-term goal, then incoming individuals can 329

therefore be quarantined by comparing their infectiousness risk 330

to rthresh on the basis of base rates of infection in the location 331

they arrived from, plus the risk of travel. These considerations 332

apply e.g. to the need to quarantine following travel from one 333

part of the U.S. to another. 334

Some locations, e.g. British Columbia, achieved very low 335

levels of local transmission, but with a degree of economic 336

connectedness with harder hit locations that made infeasible 337

sufficiently strict quarantine to put the risk from incomers 338

below rthresh as described above (19). This is because the 339

marginal cost of quarantine applies not just to the quarantined 340

individuals, but to trucking routes and other aspects of the 341

economic system. At this point, some significant expected 342

number of imported cases acts as a forcing function outside 343

the exponential dynamics of R′t. In this case, it might be 344

better to set a target value for the expected number of cases 345

per day, and then to set Rtarget to achieve this in combination 346

with imported cases. 347

If local elimination is achieved, including successfully quar- 348

antining all imported cases, then Rtarget can be relaxed up to 349

Rt, removing all social distancing, with huge social gain. The 350

disproportionate benefits warrant careful attention to avoid 351

even a single imported non-quarantined case. How best to 352

achieve this is best quantified by a stochastic model, outside 353

the scope of this paper. Qualitatively, we note that the cost of 354

letting a single case slip through, and hence having to return 355

to social distancing, is higher for larger populations. The harm 356

is also magnified by delays in realizing that an outbreak is 357

underway, and hence the extent of harm depends strongly on 358

local surveillance and contact tracing capabilities. 359

When different regions come under shared political control, 360

importation risk can be controlled at the source rather than the 361

destination. An example is Vietnam in March 2020. Viewed 362

as an entire country instead of as smaller regions, it is optimal 363

4 | Petrie and Masel
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to quarantine at a threshold of 1/106. This would motivate364

quarantining entire cities so that the rest of the country doesn’t365

have to substantially modify their behaviour. This is similar366

to the approach Vietnam actually took, with up to 80,000367

people in quarantine at a time from regional lockdowns and368

aggressive contact tracing (20).369

B. Quantifying the Value of Quarantine. The value of a test,370

trace, and quarantine policy can be quantified in terms of371

the reduction it enables in full or partial person-days of isola-372

tion across a population. By definition, the marginal value of373

quarantining an individual of marginal risk rthresh is 0. This374

implies, for a cost function that is uniform across individuals375

and neglects complications due to compliance, that quarantin-376

ing one definitely infectious person for one day yields a benefit377

of C/rthresh where e.g. C is the assessed cost of quarantine.378

Taking into account the quarantined individual, the net benefit379

is C/(1/rthresh − 1).380

In many countries, compliance not just with social dis-381

tancing, but also with quarantine has been low. This is to382

be expected, given the uncompensated cost of quarantine to383

individuals, who are currently asked (or in cases coerced) to384

sacrifice for the public good. We advocate that governments385

align incentives, by guaranteeing e.g. 150% the individual’s386

normal daily income. This approach also serves to convert387

the costs and benefits calculated here, whose units are of388

person-days of isolation, to a dollar value for quarantine. On389

the basis of median income, and taking into account that390

some individuals are able to work from home and so will not391

draw the full 150%, this would in an affluent nation amount392

to something on the order of USD$150 per day of complete393

quarantine. This is the implied utility sacrificed by either total394

quarantine or equivalent social distancing D. I.e., a dollar395

value on the of order USD$150 per day is what one would need396

to pay people in order to incentivize their compliance, i.e. to397

achieve neutrality among preferences. Because this neutrality398

between quarantine plus payment vs. no payment and no399

quarantine does not include the dangers posed by COVID-19400

itself, the existence of such payments would not incentivize401

deliberate exposure. Redistributive payments move costs from402

the quarantined individuals to the taxpayer.403

With this cost applying to both indiscriminate distancing404

and targeted quarantining, we can assess the value of a quar-405

antine policy from its ability to reduce the total amount of406

distancing required to achieve Rtarget. Given the changing na-407

ture of a pandemic, we calculate how this total value depends408

on case prevalence and on the extent of population immunity.409

When case prevalence is low, quarantining a single indi-410

vidual makes a larger proportional difference to the risk to411

others, enabling a greater relaxation of social distancing. We412

see in Figure 3B that in the pertinent range of 0.1%-5% case413

prevalence, the value of effective quarantine policies increases414

as case counts drop. Results are similar for the differently415

shaped distributions of assessable risk shown in Figure 3A.416

For lower case prevalence, the value flattens out because the417

benefit from quarantining someone infectious rises at the same418

rate that the number of total infectious people drops, while419

the number of infectious contacts quarantined per index case420

remains almost constant.421

Vaccination has enormous value in reducing the amount422

of distancing required to achieve Rtarget. But unless the423

immune are exempted from distancing norms, the marginal424
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Fig. 3. The benefits from quarantine policies are highest when case prevalence is
low. Each case one serial interval prior has on average ten contacts, of whom one
is infected. We assume that case investigation and contact tracing jointly succeed
in reaching 10% of all contacts. A) Assessable risk among contacts is modeled
as a gamma distribution, in all cases with mean 0.1, and with different shape pa-
rameters to explore the importance of resolution among low-risk individuals. B)
Qi = 0.4I, Qn = 4Qi, C = $150, Rt = 4, Rtarget = 1, f(x) = x.

value of quarantine, in helping sustain Rtarget with even less 425

distancing, is unchanged. The effective reproductive number 426

before including distancing, Rt, is defined to be proportional 427

to the susceptible fraction, S/P . Under a linear cost function, 428

we see from Equation 7 that the threshold for quarantine is 429

insensitive to Rt. This means that the value of a quarantine 430

policy is also insensitive to Rt and hence to this change in 431

the vaccination status of the population. However, if people 432

who have immunity are exempt from social distancing, not 433

only is the amount of social distancing per person reduced, 434

but also the number of people who have to distance. This 435

has an additional impact on rthresh: the effective size of the 436

population is reduced from P to S. Reducing the effective size 437

of the population increases rthresh by replacing P with S in 438

the denominator of Equation 7. 439

In Figure 4, the value of an example exposure notification 440

system is shown as a function of the susceptible fraction of 441

the population. If the immune are required to social distance, 442

the benefit of the program is independent of the proportion 443
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Fig. 4. With vaccinated people exempt from distancing, the benefit of a contact
tracing system is approximately proportional to the susceptible fraction (dashed line).
When distancing is required, with the immune following the same distancing norms as
the susceptible, the benefit does not depend on the susceptible fraction (solid line).
I/P = 0.0055, Qi = 0.4 ∗ I, Qn = 4 ∗Qi, C = $150, R0 = 4, Rtarget = 1
Assumptions about contact tracing are as for Figure 3.

immune. If the immune are exempt, the benefit of the program444

is nearly proportional to the susceptible fraction. Intuitively,445

this is because quarantining infectious cases only allows an446

increase in social activity for the susceptible.447

C. Marginal Value of Information. With a method available to448

assess the value of a quarantine policy, we can now assess the449

value of information in enabling better quarantine/isolation450

policies. We first consider random surveillance using a test with451

50% sensitivity and near-100% specificity (the latter achieved452

via a follow-up PCR test). The value per test is given by the453

probability of testing positive * expected number of additional454

infectious days in isolation * daily benefit of each additional455

isolation day. If a positive test leads to 3 extra isolation days,456

and assuming a large enough population to neglect the −1457

term in Equation 7, the direct benefit (not including onward458

contact tracing) per test is I−Qi
P−Qi+Qn

∗ 0.5 ∗ 3 ∗ $150/rthresh.459

With rthresh ≈ I−Qi
P−Qi+Qn

, the per-test benefit is insensitive460

to the risk threshold and equal to ≈ $225. With a non-linear461

cost function, the benefit might be up to ten times less.462

This makes random surveillance clearly worthwhile for rapid463

testing technologies that can be made available for as little as464

$5 per test (21). The benefit of surveillance testing further465

increases with effective contact tracing the ability to quaran-466

tine close contacts provides additional benefit. The benefit467

is reduced if a fraction of people who test positive do not468

effectively isolate.469

When testing is too expensive to be used for random surveil-470

lance, or merely too slow to roll out at sufficient scale, it can471

achieve higher marginal value for populations at higher risk.472

We note that it can be hard to justify strict quarantine on indi-473

viduals of modestly above-average risk when the risk threshold474

is low in absolute terms, especially when elimination does not475

yet seem within reach. An alternative is daily testing instead476

of quarantine. The economic benefit from testing increases 477

with risk of the focal individual relative to the average, and 478

can thus justify more expensive and more sensitive daily tests. 479

D. Application to Exposure Notification. Exposure notifica- 480

tion use smartphone apps to rapidly recommend quarantine, 481

while using sophisticated algorithms to assess risk. Here we 482

consider the economic value of using a better rather than 483

a worse risk assessment algorithm, comparing choices that 484

were implemented in different jurisdictions for version 1 of the 485

Google/Apple Exposure Notification system. 486

We simulate a range of encounters using the COVID Tuner 487

risk score configuration tool (22), following a 3D grid with 488

distance distributed uniformly between 0 and 5 meters, dura- 489

tions uniformly between 5 and 30 minutes, and date relative to 490

symptom onset date uniformly between -10 days and +10 days. 491

This tool, on the basis of the current public health definition of 492

close contact (2 metres for 15 minutes from day -2 to day +9) 493

estimates an implicit risk threshold of 0.002. We simulate the 494

Swiss, Irish, and Arizonan configurations included in this tool, 495

plus a “baseline” configuration that is equivalent to the Arizo- 496

nan configuration but with only two rather than 6 non-zero 497

levels of infectiousness. The Swiss and Irish configurations use 498

only one non-zero level of infectiousness. 499

We assume that the cost of quarantine is $150 per day, 500

and that the average quarantine is 10 days long. This gives 501

an expected cost of quarantine of $1500 per individual that 502

a particular configuration succeeds in getting to quarantine. 503

At the margin, this indicates the value that society implicitly 504

places, i.e. that removing a 0.002 risk is worth $1500. The 505

benefit of quarantine is calculated in terms of “excess risk” 506

above 0.002 having a value where each 0.002 of excess is worth 507

$1500. 508

Net benefit was calculated for the specific scenario of a 509

population of 10 million, 2% of whom test positive over the 510

time period of interest. We assume that 20% use the app, of 511

whom 50% enter their diagnosis into the app, thus notifying 512

20% of contacts that the app scores as above threshold risk, 513

who go on to infect half as many people as they would were they 514

not contacted. We assume the cost of quarantine is similarly 515

only half what it would be given complete compliance. We 516

assume that each has 30 contacts following the distribution 517

described above. Net benefit comes out to $6.1 million for 518

the Irish app, $6.2 million for the Swiss app, $11.4 million for 519

the baseline app and $14.7 million for the Arizonan app. The 520

differences between these figures illustrates the importance of 521

assigning different infectiousness values to different days. It is 522

unfortunate in this regard that version 2 of the Google/Apple 523

exposure notification system restricts the number of non-zero 524

levels of infectiousness down to two. 525

We note that the value of an exposure notification app 526

would be dramatically higher if, instead of a blanket 14 day 527

quarantine duration, a shorter quarantine, targeted to the 528

days of greatest risk, were used (11). Further gains would 529

come from using negative test results to shorten quarantine. 530

5. Discussion 531

Here we showed that the socially optimal policy is to quaran- 532

tine an individual if their risk of infectiousness is even mildly 533

above that of the average person in the population who is 534

not under quarantine. How much above depends slightly on 535
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the non-linearity of the cost of isolation with the strictness536

of isolation. While only order of magnitude calculations are537

sometimes possible, given that case prevalences vary over sev-538

eral orders of magnitudes across different populations, our539

rough calculations are nevertheless instructive. Some tools,540

like exposure notification apps, have quantitative sensitivities541

that can be tuned in real time in ways informed by such calcu-542

lations. With more information about risk, quarantine policy543

can make a greater contribution to returning to a more normal544

life. The value of quarantine policy in doing so is higher for545

low case prevalence. It depends on vaccination prevalence546

only if the vaccinated follow different distancing norms than547

the unvaccinated, or if population immunity on its own is548

extensive enough to achieve Rt < 1.549

To simplify the optimal trade-off between targeted quar-550

antine and broad social distancing, we have neglected two551

complications. First, we have based recommendations as to552

who should quarantine on the assumption that they will do553

so completely. In reality, quarantined individuals often re-554

duce rather than eliminate non-household contact, let alone555

all contact. More nuanced messaging regarding the degree of556

quarantine may be difficult to manage.557

Second, how to choose Rtarget is not specified here. In the558

Introduction and Appendix A, we discuss a control theory559

perspective on the fact that social distancing adjusts to keep560

the long-term geometric mean of Rt near 1. A well-functioning561

control system is one with a negative feedback loop such that562

the error in achieving a desired outcome feeds in as a correcting563

input (23). Feedback can come either from top-down policy or564

from changes in individual decisions in response to conditions.565

A control system can be explained as a combination of566

proportional, integral, and derivative control (23). Derivative567

control would set social distancing policy based on whether568

exponential growth has resumed, and if so with what doubling569

time. This is unlikely to occur spontaneously, but rather570

requires government action in response to epidemiological571

reports not yet posing significant personal risk to the average572

individual. Spontaneous control by self-interested individuals573

responding to local conditions would under ideal circumstances574

follow proportional control, i.e. reflect current case counts.575

More likely, individuals will respond to the integral of case576

counts over time, e.g. as reflected in hospital occupancy577

rates. Targeting hospital occupancy rates (a combination of578

proportional and integral control) is also the explicit policy of579

some governments, e.g. the State of Arizona (24). If the goal580

is a managed approach to naturally acquired herd immunity,581

hospital usage is a reasonable target. But since the amount582

of social distancing (whether mandated or voluntary) needed583

to keep Rt near 1 is the same against a background of low584

case counts as with high case counts, there are obvious health585

benefits to doing so with low case counts. Integral control will586

lead to significant fluctuations with a high total case burden.587

We recommend mostly derivative control, with sufficient588

proportional control to ensure return to low case counts follow-589

ing fluctuations. The optimal extent of proportional control590

depends on whether shorter, sharper action vs. moderate591

decline with more social freedom achieves the least harm in592

transitioning between different case prevalences. The choice593

of Rtarget to control the speed with which case numbers are594

brought to low levels must also place a value on illness and595

death in comparison with social restrictions, a difficult prob-596

lem. 597

Regardless of the form of feedback, compliance with trans- 598

mission control measures such as size limits to gathering, 599

compulsory masking etc. can be hard to predict, and hence 600

the degree of top-down control is limited. This underlies our 601

decision in this manuscript to focus on marginal costs given 602

prevailing policy and behaviors. Our approach exploits the 603

fact that some unspecified form of negative feedback keeps Rt, 604

or at least its geometric mean, near 1. 605

If testing and tracing improves, then less population-wide 606

distancing will be required to achieve the same value of Rtarget, 607

and if the same level of distancing is maintaining, this will 608

manifest as a drop in R′t. This might on occasion lead to a 609

reconsideration of Rtarget to a lower level once that seems 610

achievable at lower cost, but otherwise, reductions in social 611

distancing should again ideally be triggered via derivative 612

control, reducing the burden on the population. 613

While some form of negative feedback can be inferred from 614

the empirical tendency of Rt to stay near 1, positive feedback 615

can also occur: as case counts rise, contact tracing becomes 616

more difficult (25), potentially accelerating the outbreak. Con- 617

sciously adjusting the risk threshold that triggers quarantine, 618

whether regarding incoming travellers, or risk thresholds in 619

an exposure notification app, contributes to this positive feed- 620

back loop. However, conscious management of this positive 621

feedback loop can manage the process to focus contact tracers’ 622

attention where it can do the most good, in a manner that is 623

under straightforward real-time control. 624

Because of the positive feedback associated with contact 625

tracing workload and optimal quarantine policies, control of R′t 626

via negative feedback, e.g. to bring it back down to its target 627

given a rise due to seasonal conditions or simply pandemic 628

fatigue, is better exerted through population-wide measures 629

to affect D. Our work shows that this is the socially optimal 630

approach, and indeed if performed adequately, should be ac- 631

companied by a perhaps unintuitive relaxing of quarantine. 632

Our formal development assumes a perfect control system, and 633

focuses on one-individual perturbations to an equilibrium. It 634

is likely that D will not reliably adjust in a completely timely 635

manner, but a proactive approach can improve the chances of 636

this occurring. 637

The value of quarantine policies is highest when case counts 638

are low. However if low cases counts are a consequence of 639

immunity (whether from natural infection or from vaccination), 640

then the value of a quarantine policy will go down when those 641

with immunity follow different distancing norms from those 642

without. There is a direct benefit from relaxing distancing for 643

the immune, whether this behavior is self-regulated or whether 644

it comes in the form of a more official “immunity passport”. 645

Immunity passports were once problematic because they would 646

have set up an adverse incentive in favor of contracting SARS- 647

CoV-2. However, with increasing vaccine availability, the 648

benefits from immunity passports have risen at the same time 649

as an adverse incentive to get infected has been converted 650

into a pro-socially aligned incentive to get vaccinated. Our 651

approach can be used to merge immunity history, quarantine 652

policies, and even recent negative test results into an integrate 653

metric of “risk to others”. The socially optimal policy is to use 654

all available information to target restrictions to where they 655

will do the most good, and restore as much social activity as 656

possible while still controlling transmission. 657
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Appendices 727

A. Fluctuating R′t 728

In Model Section A, we assumed that D instantaneously adapts 729

to achieve Rtarget given prevailing conditions and current 730

quarantine policies. This is motivated by the observation 731

of relatively stable R′t averaged over longer timescales. In 732

this section, we show that Equation 1, and hence subsequent 733

findings, are still a good approximation even when including 734

stochastic effects, time delays, and uncertainty about system 735

state. 736

To make this argument, we assume that for a certain region 737

and time frame, the virus is neither eliminated nor creates 738

herd immunity, and that control measures are relatively stable. 739

Over N serial intervals between times t0 and tN , the initial and 740

final case prevalence are related by I(tN ) = I(t0)
∏N−1

n=0 R′t(tn). 741

Equivalently, the geometric mean of R′t over this time period 742

can be expressed using the initial and final case prevalence, 743

(
∏

n
(R′t(tn)))1/N = ( I(tN )

I(t0) )1/N . For most regions, case preva- 744

lence doesn’t vary by more than a couple orders of magnitude 745

on the scale of months, which yields a (geometric) mean R′t 746

value quite close to 1. As an example, with I(tN )/I(t1) = 100, 747

and N = 36 (6 months with a serial interval of 5 days), 748

1001/36 = 1.14. Approximating the geometric mean of the 749

effective reproductive number as 1, and expanding to include 750

distancing and quarantine terms: 751

1 ≈ (
N−1∏
n=0

(R′t(tn)))1/N = (
N−1∏
n=0

(Rt(tn)(1−D(tn))I(tn) − Qi(tn)
I(tn) ))1/N

[9]

log(1) ≈ 1
N

N−1∑
n=0

[log(Rt(tn))+log(1−D(tn))+log(I(tn) − Qi(tn)
I(tn) )]

[10]

0 ≈ E[log(Rt(t))]+E[log(1−D(t))]+E[log(I(t) − Qi(t)
I(t) )]

[11]

Assuming control measures don’t change drastically over 752

time, we replace the mean of the log with the log of the mean: 753

0 ≈ log(E[Rt(t)])+log(E[1−D(t)])+log(E[ I(t) − Qi(t)
I(t) ])

[12]

1 ≈ E[Rt(t)] ∗ E[1 − D(t)] ∗ E[ I(t) − Qi(t)
I(t) ] [13] 754

This is equivalent to Equation 1 with R′t set to 1, showing 755

that by averaging over time, the requirements for precise 756

knowledge and control of system state can be relaxed. 757
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B. Imported Cases and Stochasticity758

For regions where imported cases make up a significant fraction759

of total cases, policy-makers should consider the modified760

dynamics when choosing Rtarget. Imported cases act as a761

forcing term, with the number of cases at a future timepoint762

being the sum of locally obtained infections and imported763

infections. The mechanics of choosing a risk threshold do764

not change, but it is important to highlight that Rtarget only765

determines a portion of future cases. A complete solution766

must also consider the effect of border policies.767

When the total number of cases is small, e.g. in a region768

with excellent local control for which rare imported cases are769

the primary concern, discrete and stochastic effects become770

important.771

Quantitative models of tiny case count scenarios are chal-772

lenging, because of stochasticity in the length of time needed to773

return to elimination, combined with curvature in the harms774

of shutdown as a function of its duration. This is further775

exacerbated by superspreader dynamics (26). Modelling the776

number of secondary cases with a negative binomial distribu-777

tion with an overdispersion parameter 0.1 and mean 2.5 yields778

a variance of 65. In locations not aiming for local elimination,779

stochasticity averages out over time, and expected values can780

be used. When local elimination is being attempted, it would781

be useful to make use of discrete, stochastic models when782

choosing Rtarget, e.g. to calculate the probability distribu-783

tion of time to elimination and the expected damage from784

shutdowns of different severity. With the choice of Rtarget785

set, the previous arguments mostly still hold (although some786

consideration may be given to the difference in variance in787

transmissions based on broad vs. targeted distancing).788

If local elimination has already been achieved, then a still789

more complicated case is to consider the risk of an outbreak790

from an imported case, the time delay and growth in the791

outbreak before it is noticed, and the subsequent shutdowns792

needed to re-achieve local elimination and thus relax general793

social distancing. It is likely that the considerable costs of such794

an outbreak warrant strict quarantine for incoming individuals.795

A robust testing and contact tracing system capable of quickly796

containing any new outbreak is also key.797

C. Cost Function Dependence798

Consider the situation where r1 is calculated using f1(x) = x,799

and r2 is calculated using f2(x), where f2(x) is strictly in-800

creasing, concave up, and differentiable. For both of these801

calculations, define the distancing set point D0 = max(0, 1 −802
Rtarget

Rt

I
I−Qi

), the required distancing if one more infectious803

person were isolated D− = max(0, 1 − Rtarget

Rt

I
I−Qi−1 ), and804

Q = Qi + Qn. By expanding Equation 6, the two risk thresh-805

olds are given by Equations 14 and 15:806

r1 = f1(1) − f1(D0)
f1(D0) − f1(D−)

1
P − Q − 1 [14]807

808

r2 = f2(1) − f2(D0)
f2(D0) − f2(D−) ∗ 1

P − Q − 1 [15]809

Substituting f1(x) = x, and taking the ratio of the two810

thresholds gives:811

r2

r1
=

f2(1)−f2(D0)
1−D0

f(2D0)−f2(D−)
D0−D−

[16]812

Since f2(1)−f2(D0)
1−D0

≤ maxx∈[0,1] f ′(x), and 813

f(2D0)−f2(D−)
D0−D−

≥ minx∈[0,1] f ′(x), then Equation 17 gives a 814

bound on the ratio of the two thresholds. 815

r2

r1
≤

maxx∈[0,1] f ′2(x)
minx∈[0,1] f ′2(x) [17] 816

If f2(x) is concave up (indicating that additional isola- 817

tion is more costly), then f2(1)−f2(D0)
1−D0

≥ f(2D0)−f2(D−)
D0−D−

, and 818

therefore r2 ≥ r1. 819

Substituting Equation 7 into Equation 16, we obtain: 820

rthresh =
f(1)−f(D0)

1−D0
f(D0)−f(D−)

D0−D−

I − Qi − 1
P − Qi − Qn − 1 [18] 821

For differentiable f(x) and relatively large I − Qi, D0 − D− is 822

small, and f(D0)−f(D−)
D0−D−

can be approximated as f ′(D0). Using 823

the risk of the unquarantined population rpop = I−Qi
P−Qi−Qn

≈ 824

I−Qi−1
P−Qi−Qn−1 , we obtain Equation 8. 825
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